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INTRODUCTION
This paper discusses a method of frequency-shift keying (FSK) demodulation and
Manchester-bit decoding using a digital signal processing (DSP) approach. The
demodulator is implemented on a single-channel high-speed digital radio board. The
board architecture contains a high-speed A/D converter, a digital receiver chip, a host
DSP processing chip, and a back-end D/A converter [2]. The demodulator software is
booted off an on-board EPROM and run on the DSP chip [3]. The algorithm accepts
complex digital baseband data available from the front-end digital receiver chip [2]. The
target FSK modulation is assumed to be in the RF range (VHF or UHF signals). A block
diagram of the single-channel digital radio is shown in Figure 1 [2].
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BACKGROUND
FSK
Frequency-shift keying is a type of digital binary communication technique. It is identical
to FM modulation using a digital binary signal as the message m(t) [1]. Thus, a binary 1
represents one frequency, and a binary 0 represents another frequency. The FSK signal
deviates from the carrier frequency depending on the binary message m(t). For example,

assume m(t) can take on the values 1 or -1. When m(t) = 1, the FSK signal would deviate
on the high side of the carrier frequency. When m(t) = -1, the FSK signal would deviate
to the low side of the carrier frequency. The frequency deviation of the FSK signal is
given by the FM equation:
V ⋅D
∆F = p f
2π
D
In this example, Vp = 1 and -1. So, the deviation of the FSK signal is ± f about the
2π
carrier. The modulation parameter Df is chosen to give the desired amount of deviation
in the FSK modulated signal.
Manchester bit format
In Manchester binary signaling, each binary digit is represented by a positive half-bit
period and a negative half-bit period [1]. The bit period is split in two, therefore
guaranteeing a zero crossing during each bit time. For example, a binary 1 is represented
by a positive half-bit interval followed by a negative half-bit interval. Likewise, a binary 0
is represented by a negative half-bit interval followed by a positive half-bit interval [1]. An
example of a Manchester encoded bit stream of 110001 is demonstrated in Figure 2.
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By examining the Manchester code, it satisfies the self-synchronization property of line
codes [1]. The advantage of Manchester encoding is that a zero crossing always occurs in
a bit interval, so bit synchronizers are able to extract the data without timing errors. For
example, in standard RS-232 digital communication protocols, a long stream of 1's or 0's
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might cause bit errors because the receiver clock may migrate due to sampling the binary
signal at a non-integer rate. With Manchester coding, a long stream of 1's or 0's always
guarantees two zero crossings (one at the half-bit interval and one at the start of the next
bit interval). Alternating 1's and 0's guarantee one zero crossing (at the half-bit interval),
thus allowing the receiver clock to resynchronize on this edge to correctly extract the bits.
A Manchester bit synchronizer utilizes these facts to correctly synchronize to the
guaranteed half-interval bit edge and decode the original information bits. The
disadvantage of Manchester coding is that the bandwidth of the signal doubles since one
piece of information (each original bit) is represented by two levels in the communication
channel.
ALGORITHM DEVELOPMENT
FSK demodulation
Using the background information on FSK and Manchester coding, a demodulator is
developed to demodulate a FSK signal, with the binary message m(t) Manchester encoded
before it is modulated onto the carrier. In other words, the binary message m(t) is
Manchester encoded and then FM modulated onto a carrier frequency. The frequency
deviation of the resulting FSK signal is assumed to be 10kHz. Thus, a negative
Manchester pulse causes the FSK signal to deviate -10kHz from the carrier frequency.
Likewise, a positive Manchester pulse causes the FSK signal to deviate +10kHz from the
carrier frequency.
The demodulator was developed using the complex data mode on the digital radio board
[2]. This results in a complex quadrature down conversion of the sampled RF signal.
Thus, the DSP retrieves real and imaginary data from the digital receiver chip. The DSP
uses the complex data to demodulate the FSK signal.
A polar discriminator was utilized to retrieve the phase difference between consecutive
complex samples of the RF signal [2]. Recall, the polar discriminator multiplies the new
sample by the conjugate of the old sample. The complex resultant vector gives the phase
difference of the two samples through the relation tan-1 (Im / Re). Also, the sampling
rate governs the maximum deviation a vector can rotate between samples. Note, the polar
discriminator vector resides at the origin for zero phase difference (constant sinusoid, no
phase modulation). When the FSK signal deviates from the carrier, the polar discriminator
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vector will migrate to its corresponding quadrant. For example, if the incoming FSK
signal is 4x oversampled, we know the polar discriminator vector is constrained to rotate
in quadrants I and IV [2]. Thus, if the polar discriminator vector is in quadrant I, the FSK
signal deviates to the high side of the carrier. This corresponds to a positive Manchester
pulse. Likewise, if the polar discriminator vector is in quadrant IV, the FSK signal
deviates to the low side of the carrier. This corresponds to a negative Manchester pulse.
Thus, by checking the imaginary part of the polar discriminator result we can determine
what quadrant the polar discriminator vector is in. This in turn determines whether we
have a positive or negative Manchester pulse.
Note, using the above concept we can determine the zero crossings of the Manchester bit
stream by observing the polar discriminator results. If the polar discriminator vector
changes polarity (i.e., it migrates from quadrant I to quadrant IV), we know a zero
crossing occurs. This is because the FSK signal switches frequencies when the
Manchester code changes polarity. The polar discriminator detects this switch by passing
through the origin (of the complex plane) and rotating quadrants. Therefore, this quadrant
switch by the polar discriminator vector corresponds to a zero crossing in the Manchester
code. Figure 3 demonstrates this concept of FSK demodulation using the polar
discriminator resultant vector.
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Again, we are assuming a 4x oversampling rate. In this figure, a binary 1 is Manchester
encoded and then FSK modulated. Figure 3 shows how the quadrants relate to the FSK
frequencies. These FSK frequencies are directly related to the Manchester code since they
modulate the FSK signal. In other words, if the polar discriminator detects frequency f1,
we have a Manchester positive pulse. If the polar discriminator detects frequency f2, we
have a Manchester negative pulse. The Manchester encoded "1" causes the polar
discriminator to rotate from quadrant I to IV when the zero crossing occurs.
This concept essentially demodulates the FSK signal. Using the polar discriminator, we
can determine the zero crossings and the polarity of the Manchester pulses. Notice, if a
simple binary scheme was used in the FSK modulation, then the message bits are already
recovered. Effectively, a binary 1 would be assigned when the polar discriminator vector
resided in quadrant I, and a binary 0 would be assigned when the polar discriminator
resided in quadrant IV. This type of FSK signal is called binary FSK [1].
Since this FSK signal is modulated with a Manchester bit code, the Manchester bit stream
must now be decoded so the original binary message can be extracted.
Bit rate and sampling rate considerations
In this paper, the bit rate of the original binary message is assumed to be 10kbits/sec., or a
10kHz bit rate. Note, the bit rate is the same as the frequency deviation of the FSK signal.
This corresponds to a 20kHz Manchester bit rate, since the Manchester code doubles the
bandwidth of the original message. Thus, we must sample the FSK signal so there are a
sufficient number of samples in between zero crossings of the Manchester bits. The
sampling rate is chosen to be 5x the 20kHz Manchester bandwidth, or 100kHz. Recall,
since we get complex data from the digital receiver chip, the sampling rate is actually
50kHz [2]. This sampling rate guarantees 5 samples for each Manchester bit. This also
guarantees that the polar discriminator vectors lie in quadrants I and IV [2].
Manchester bit synchronizer and decoder
The bit synchronizer is responsible for detecting the beginning of a Manchester bit and
keeping synchronization so accurate retrieval of the original message is possible. The
Manchester decoder simply extracts the binary signal from the Manchester code. In this
case, the Manchester decoder is simple. By looking at Figure 2, notice the original binary
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message is stored in the first half-bit interval of the Manchester code. The first message
bit shown is a binary 1. This encodes to a Manchester bit alternating positive to negative.
Thus, by assigning a binary 1 to the positive pulses and a binary 0 to the negative pulses,
the binary message is extracted by taking the first half-bit interval of the Manchester code.
So, if the first pulse of the Manchester bit is positive, the original binary value is a 1.
Likewise, if the first pulse of the Manchester bit is negative, the original binary value is a
0. Thus, this scheme effectively decodes, or "breaks out" the binary message from the
Manchester encoded bit stream.
The bit synchronizer delineates the beginning of the Manchester bits so the decoder is
located at the correct bit interval when extracting the binary message. Once the
synchronizer detects the beginning of a Manchester bit, it continually resynchronizes on
the guaranteed zero crossing found in each Manchester bit.
One-shot strobe for initial bit synchronization. The one-shot strobe is the first step of the
bit synchronizer. The one-shot strobe waits until the beginning of a Manchester bit is
detected. Recall, the polar discriminator result is used to detect zero crossings and to
assign 1's and 0's to the Manchester pulses. The start of the Manchester bit is detected by
waiting for an alternating Manchester bit polarity (i.e., a Manchester 1 and then a
Manchester 0, or vice versa). Since the chosen sampling rate gives 5 samples for each
Manchester bit, we can count how many samples pass after a zero crossing is detected.
Recall Figure 2. The only time 5 samples pass without a zero crossing occurring is when
alternating polarity Manchester bits are transmitted. When this event happens, a start of a
bit has been detected. This event triggers the one-shot strobe and passes control to the bit
decoder.
Zero crossing detection and bit decoder. The next step is for the bit synchronizer to wait
for the guaranteed zero crossing at the half-bit interval of the Manchester bit. When this
event happens, the synchronizer knows it is in the middle of the bit. For our case, we are
guaranteed 5 samples per Manchester bit, or 2.5 samples for each half-bit interval. When
the synchronizer is at the middle of the Manchester bit, it waits 2 samples and then takes
the 3rd sample. This sample is guaranteed to be in the 1st half-bit interval of the next
Manchester bit. The Manchester decoder takes this value as the binary message bit.
This procedure breaks out a single bit from the Manchester code. The synchronizer
repeats the above procedure to decode successive message bits. In other words, the
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synchronizer waits for the next zero crossing in the middle of the current Manchester bit
and takes the next 3rd sample as the binary message bit. This process of resynchronizing
and extracting bits is done in a looping structure. Figure 4 demonstrates this procedure.
Demonstration of Manchester decoding using bit synchronizer and decoder
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Figure 4
The steps listed in Figure 4 sum up the Manchester decoding process. Once the message
bits are decoded, they are stored for post-processing or processed in real time. For clarity,
the complete FSK/Manchester demodulator algorithm is summarized below:
Initialization
1. Acquire 2 complex samples, calculate phase differences using polar discriminator.
2. If polar discriminator result is in quadrant I, assign bit value = 1. If polar discriminator
result is in quadrant IV, assign bit value = 0.
Algorithm execution
3. Acquire next sample and perform step 2 to obtain a new bit value.
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4. Check previous bit value in order to detect a zero crossing. If successive bit values are
opposite polarity, a zero crossing is detected, goto 5. If no zero crossing detected,
goto 3.
5. Begin counting samples. If 5 samples pass without a zero crossing occurring, goto 6.
Otherwise, goto 3.
6. Wait for the half-bit interval zero crossing by examining bit values using step 4.
7. When zero crossing detected, wait for 2 samples to pass and take the 3rd sample.
Assign it a bit value using step 2 and store it as the binary message bit. This is the
decoded message bit. Goto 6 to decode successive message bits.
ALGORITHM IMPLEMENTATION
This algorithm was implemented in ADSP-2101 DSP assembly language [3] and stored in
the digital radio's onboard EPROM [2]. The demodulator software ran on powerup. The
software was responsible for tuning up the Gray chip to the target FSK tune frequency
and invoking the FSK demodulator [2]. The Manchester bits were decoded when the bit
synchronizer's one-shot strobe was triggered. Output bits were able to be viewed through
a serial port link to a PC. The demodulator software was also responsible for sending the
decoded message bits out the digital radio's UART so they could be received by the PC.
CONCLUSION
This paper discussed a method of FSK demodulation and Manchester decoding using
DSP techniques and a digital radio. The demodulator was implemented in software, which
allows the digital radio to perform custom tasks by simply changing DSP code. This one
demodulator demonstrates the flexibility of the digital radio concept. Finally, the
demodulator software was realized on a single-channel digital radio board. The original
message bits were viewed on a PC that was serially linked to the digital radio.
This type of demodulator proves very worthy as many wireless binary communication
systems use the FSK modulation along with Manchester bit encoding for transmission.
Thus, this custom demodulator demonstrates one of many tasks the digital radio can
perform via software. This exemplifies how the digital radio dwarfs the restricted abilities
of conventional analog receivers to date.
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